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Take Note!
Our office will be closed on
the following dates:
Monday, January 21st –
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Monday, February 18th –
President’s Day

THE

QUARTERLY
Year-End Rout in Stocks Ends Volatile 2018;
Now What?

A

s we sat down to write this quarter’s

JAMES WALDEN,

financial commentary, we took a

cfa

Director of Investments

look at the piece we wrote at this time

a year ago. Reflecting on the 22% total return
of the S&P 500 in 2017 and early thoughts on
2018, we titled it “A Surprisingly Positive Year
for Markets in 2017 Should Make for a Tough
Act to Follow in 2018.”

New Arrival!
Erica Waggoner, Associate
Wealth Advisor, is happy to
announce the arrival of baby
boy, Callen. He made his debut
on November 22nd – Thanksgiving Day! Mother and baby
are doing well and big brother
Henry couldn’t be more thrilled.
Erica returned to the office from
maternity leave just in time to
kick-off the New Year!

CWP is a Corporate Member of the
National Association of Personal
Financial Advisors (“NAPFA”). If you’d
like more information about NAPFA
visit their website at napfa.org.

20% from its previous all-time high) going

And how.

back to the beginning of the post-World War

International stocks were down a total of

II era, eight—or 80%—have been associated

14.2% in 2018 with weakness throughout the

with U.S. recessions. (The two previous bear

year. Despite a 10% correction early on, the S&P

markets not associated with recessions were

500 was actually up 10.6% through the end of

both marked by elevated valuations or bubbles,

September, including dividends. But a down-

which is not the case today.)

turn in October followed by relentless selling in

Given the strong historical relationship

December led to a fourth-quarter decline in the

between bear markets and recessions, does

S&P of 13.5% (and briefly touching “bear mar-

that mean the next U.S. recession is imminent?

ket territory” within the quarter). For all of 2018,

We don’t believe so.

the index generated a total loss of -4.4%.
(Before we get much further, we think now

While the National Bureau of Economic
Research is the official private, non-profit,

is a good time to remind our clients why a

non-partisan organization responsible for time-

representative allocation of high-quality U.S.

stamping recessions, a common rule-of-thumb

fixed income is appropriate for all but the

definition of recession is “two consecutive

most aggressive investors. During the fourth

quarters of negative GDP growth.” With that in

quarter, the Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate

mind, consider the latest reads for GDP growth

Index of high-quality U.S. bonds was actually

for the two most recent quarters. Both are posi-

up 1.6%, including reinvested interest, help-

tive and above the long-term average of about

ing to mitigate equity losses.)

2% since the end of the Great Recession:

The Current Selloff in Perspective

• 2Q:

4.2%

• 3Q:

3.5%

Looking back at the previous 10 bear markets

Official GDP estimates come with a lag, so we

in the S&P 500 (defined as a decline of at least

won’t know what GDP growth was for 4Q for a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Year-End Rout in stocks…
SAVE THE DATES!

Quarterly Seminar —
Guest Speaker on
Long-Term Care!
Plan to attend one of our
next quarterly seminars.
In addition to our team
giving a brief overview
of current financial and
economic topics, we will be
welcoming Susan Bullock
to speak about long-term
care. Susan is the Executive Director of Homestead
Assisted Living in Topeka.
Our seminars fill up quickly,
so please RSVP if you plan
to attend on the seminar
dates listed below as seats
are limited.
Please note, given the
popularity of the topic, it
is likely that these seminars
will last longer than an hour.
DATES & TIMES:

Tues, Feb 5, 2019
Noon – Lunch provided
Weds, Feb 6, 2019
Noon – Lunch provided
Thurs, Feb 7, 2019
Noon – Lunch provided
5:30pm – Light Hors D’oeuvres
PLACE:

Clayton Wealth Partners
716 S. Kansas Ave.
Topeka, KS
SPEAKERS:

James Walden,
Clayton Wealth Partners
Susan Bullock,
Homestead Assisted Living

while. But we follow certain economic models

mented extensively before on our thoughts

created by the Fed that have historically done

on these and other concerns. There is also

a pretty good job anticipating GDP growth,

discussion that recent market volatility could

and right now they are suggesting that 4Q

be exacerbated by the increased presence of

GDP growth will come in around 2.5%—still

passive index funds, lightning-quick trades by

in solid expansion. Economic growth is slow-

short-term traders and computer algorithms

ing—and we expect it to continue slowing

that are forced to sell when others sell, although

throughout 2019 back to around its 2% long-

evidence of these appears mixed.

term average, in part due to the anniversary
of tax cuts enacted last year—but slowing

So now what?

growth is much different than negative

Especially in times of market distress, we work

growth. On balance, we believe that underly-

hard to assess situations as objectively as

ing data and trends continue to support mod-

possible by focusing on the basics: economic

est economic growth. The consumer sector,

fundamentals and valuations. All else equal,

which makes up about 2/3 of GDP, remains

the meaningful stock decline has made equi-

quite healthy: payrolls continue to grow, real

ties more inexpensive relative to their own

wages are modestly increasing, and a steep

history and compared to bonds. The bottom-

drop in oil over the past few months likely

ing process takes time, so volatility will likely

means less pain at the gas pump.

continue, but several months from now, we

So, with solid economic fundamentals and

think we’ll be looking back at this as an attrac-

no stock-market bubble, what has caused the

tive time to buy stocks at cheaper prices, as

significant selloff in stocks? In a word: angst.

valuation support and reasonable economic

Over intermediate and long periods of time,

strength should limit downside from here. We

stock-price movements are generally deter-

don’t expect to increase our total equity target

mined by corporate profits, which are in turn

weights, but we’ll look for opportunities to

derived from GDP growth. But in any given

take advantage of volatility to rebalance into

short timeframe, stocks can move either ran-

those current weights.

domly or by collective investor psychology, and
there’s plenty out there to give investors anxiety:
• The potential the Fed makes a mistake and

In the meantime, if you do have any
questions or concerns, please give us a call.
We’re here to serve you.

raises rates too much or too quickly, and
concerns about its independence
• The potential for a policy mistake regarding
ongoing trade negotiations with China
• Political uncertainty with the government
shutdown and turmoil within the
White House
These are legitimate concerns, to be sure, and
risks we are monitoring carefully. But within the
context of an otherwise healthy U.S. economy
and expectations for continued growth, are
those concerns enough to justify a 20% drop
in stocks? In our opinion, no, and we’ve com-
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continued from page 1

…what has caused
the significant
selloff in stocks?
In a word: angst.

Financial Adjustments to Consider for 2019
BY BARBARA DUNCAN, VICE PRESIDENT AND SENIOR WEALTH ADVISOR

A

s we enter the new year, it is the season of resolu-

health plan and participate in an HSA, you can contribute

tions and setting goals – of taking a fresh look at

a slightly higher amount.

the coming year and making adjustments where

needed. For 2019, there are several areas where you may
want to consider making a few adjustments.

HSA CONTRIBUTIONS

2018

2019

Self-only

3,450

3,500

Family

6,900

7,000

Retirement Savings

Catch-up (age 55 and over)*

1,000

1,000

The IRS has increased the contribution limit for most

*unchanged

retirement plans. While the increase may not seem substantial, it is still an additional opportunity. If you are
already maximizing your contributions, make sure you
will continue to maximize under these new limits in 2019.

If you do not have a high-deductible health plan and instead
use a Flex-Spending Account (FSA), the contribution
amount is also slightly higher for 2019.

If you are not yet maximizing, take this as an opportunity

FSA CONTRIBUTIONS

2018

2019

to increase your contributions – even if it is just slightly.

Health FSA

2,650

2,700

Dependent Care FSA *

5,000

5,000

RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS

IRA or Roth IRA

2018

2019

5,500

6,000

Catch-up (age 50 and over)*
401(k), 403(b), most 457 plans
Catch-up (age 50 and over)*
SIMPLE IRA
Catch-up (age 50 and over)*

1,000

1,000

18,500

19,000

6,000

6,000

12,500

13,000

3,000

3,000

*unchanged

Healthcare Savings
The contribution limits for healthcare savings accounts
have also increased for 2019. If you have a high-deductible

*unchanged

Tax Withholding
We are now a year into the new Federal tax plan. As you
prepare to file your taxes in the next few months, use this
as an opportunity to evaluate if any changes are needed
to your tax withholding (from payroll, pensions, Social
Security, etc.).
If you have questions on your personal financial situation, please reach out to your advisor so we can assist with
your questions.

PARKING INFORMATION
As Downtown Topeka continues to evolve with the opening
of new businesses and construction starting on the new
Plaza at 7th and Kansas, parking has become a bit more
challenging. When you come to see us, please remember
that additional parking can be found in the Crosby Place
parking garage.
The entrance to the garage is located just west of
Kansas Avenue on the north side of 8th. (Look for the blue
circle with the white “P”.) There are elevators located at
the north and south end of each level. If you park on the
north end, you can take the elevator to the 1st floor and
walk straight through the hallway. You will exit onto Kansas
Avenue directly across the street from our building.
If you park in the garage, be sure to mention it to Roxane
when you get here. We will provide you with a voucher to
cover your payment.
Parking Garage – Enter garage from 8th Street.
NE Elevator – Use the NE elevator or stairs to exit the garage.
Walking path from Crosby Place Parking Garage

★ Clayton Wealth – 716 S Kansas Avenue
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Employee Highlight:

Meet J.D. Kaad!
Full Name:
Position:
Nickname:

James David Kaad
Portfilio Analyst
J.D.

Hobbies/Interests
outside of work: 	Board Games, Video Games, Audiophile,
and Japanese Sports Cars
Favorite food: 	General Tso’s Chicken
Favorite movie: 	The Empire Strikes Back
Favorite candy bar: 	Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup
Hidden talent:

A mazingly Good Hearing

Thank you for joining us at this year’s Open House!

BARBARA DUNCAN
Vice President and Senior Wealth Advisor

ELIZABETH YOUNG
Vice President and Senior Wealth Advisor

ERIC PURCELL
Associate Wealth Advisor

ERICA WAGGONER
Associate Wealth Advisor

Aspire.
Prepare.
Enjoy.
With you for life.
716 S. KANSAS AVE., TOPEKA, KS 66603
785-232-3266 fax: 785-232-9602

www.claytonwealthpartners.com
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